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Editorial 

Hello Beautiful Souls 

I’m sure you’ve said or heard it a thousand times, but it is so true 
- What strange times we are living in. Who would have ever 
imagined that something which can only be seen with the aid of 
a powerful electron microscope could cause such global havoc? 
I hope you and your loved ones have kept safe and well during 
these worrying times and that you have made the most of your 
time in lockdown. If you are a key worker then many, many 
thanks for everything you have been doing. 

Please join me in wishing Pauline Coyle, our lovely Regional 
Officer, and her husband Paul all the very best. Pauline has 
been unwell (not Coronavirus thankfully) and was in in hospital 
for a while. She is now at home and gradually recovering; she 
sends her thanks to those who have sent messages of support. 
I’m very grateful as always for the 
excellent proof-reading job Paul 
does on Wheels Within. 

If you’re a yoga teacher then maybe 
you have ventured into the world of 
Zoom; if you have you will almost 
certainly resonate with the words in 
Diary of a Yoga Teacher 2020 by 
Jayadhara. Zoom also features in 
the article from Reva from Mandala 
Yoga Ashram about lockdown in the 
ashram. Even the excellent poem 
from Di Waite has a reference to 
Zoom!  

The lovely recipe from Sadhana 
(secretary of WYFY) has no 
reference to Zoom but is definitely 
something you can attempt during 
lockdown. 

There are loads of events and 
classes advertised in this issue;  
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however, whether or not they go ahead will depend on government 
guidance and whether the event can be held without jeopardising 
the safety of attendees. Sadly the NYYF summer school and Ripon 
Summer Yoga have been cancelled. 

Please do book onto an event if you are interested; BWY has a 
very efficient refund system if an event is cancelled and I’m sure 
the same applies to other events. If you are not on the advertiser’s 
mailing list or haven’t pre-booked, please contact them before 
travelling to an event. 

Isn’t the photo on the front cover, submitted by Judy Rylance, 
amazing? Clearly pre-lockdown! The painting is part of Christina 
Quarles’ exhibition, Disembodied Bodies, at the Hepworth, 
Wakefield. Judy persuaded some of her students to recreate the 
painting in a yoga way. Judy explains “In this painting there are 
recognisable and inter-twined body shapes which elude definition 
so you don’t know where one body begins and another ends. We 
had fun trying to recreate it and were photographed by other 
visitors who must have thought we were ‘living art’ ”; With Judy are 
Sue Chatterton, Melanie Mansfield, Tracey Amer, Lincoln Amer 
(aged 10) and Val Kinlin. 

And finally, a big welcome to Clare Walker, the new North 
Yorkshire representative. 

Happy reading and please get in touch with any feedback on this 
issue or contributions for future issues. 

Keep safe OM Shanti Lucy/DharmaKirti 

Clare is a BWY teacher who trained with Carol 
Price and Paul Fox; she did the Foundation 
training with Lesley Wood at the Earth Beat 
Centre, Saltburn. Clare has been teaching for 
the last couple of years in and around North 
Yorkshire: Osmotherley, Yarm, Middlesbrough 
and Redcar, usually by invitation! A long-time 
practitioner and teacher of Mindfulness and 
Meditation, Clare says “I'm certain that Yoga 
and Meditation are key to dealing with 
whatever life throws at you - both opportunities 

and challenges.  It helps me find more joy and deal better with 
adversity”. Clare’s background is Marketing and PR and she’s a 
keen veg grower and cook. 
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BWY Yorkshire IST 2020 

IST Ref:   20/02 

Date:  Saturday 19 September 

Tutor:   Wendy Teasdill 

Subject: History of Yoga in Practice 

Venue:  Well House Yoga Space, Cote Hill Road, 

Felliscliffe, Harrogate HG3 2LN 

Organiser:  Clare Walker, North Yorkshire County Rep 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wendy Teasdill has been practising Yoga for nearly forty years.  

A day dedicated to deepening our awareness of the pedigree of 
the postures we do every day. From the mysterious seals of the 
Indus Valley civilisation, the obscure poetry of the Rig Veda 
through the Upanishads, Buddhism and Puranas to the Hatha 
Yoga Pradipika we embody practices whose origins may be 
obscure but which we are each free to manifest on our own 
mats every day. 
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BWY Yorkshire IST 2020 

IST Ref:   20/05 

Date:  Sunday 27 September 

Tutor:   Marguerita Colley 

Subject: Sequencing Postures 

Venue:  Darby and Joan Hall, Finkle Street, 

Cottingham, HU16 4AZ 

Organiser:  Linda Dunne, East & South Yorkshire 

County Rep 

 

Marguerita Colley was a Diploma 
Course Tutor for 9 years and 
served on the Education 
Committee for 6 years; she 
teaches in Preston. 

To sequence postures, means 
we are planning to teach 
postures in a certain way.   

The Sanskrit term for this is 
'vinyasa krama' meaning 'vi' (in a 
special way) and 'nyasa' (to 
place)  -  identified in English as 

'to place in a special way'. 

“Vinyasa Krama is a correctly organised course of asanas with 
use of breath, progressing appropriately toward a desired 
goal”.  (T K V Desikachar 1999) 

This IST Day will look at the steps (krama) that should be taken, 
in order that a practice of Yoga becomes appropriate and 
beneficial to the individual. 

"It is not enough to simply take a step; that step needs to take 
us in the right direction and be made in the right way."  (T K V 
Desikachar 1999) 
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 BWY Yorkshire IST 2020 

IST Ref:   20/06 

Date:  Saturday 21 November 

Tutor:   Gary Carter 

Subject: The Head and Neck 

Venue: Clifford Village Hall, Albion Street, Clifford, 

Wetherby LS23 6HY 

Organiser:  Shirley Wood, West Yorkshire County Rep 

 

 

Gary has over 25 years of 
experience in movement 
physical training, anatomical 
study and bodywork practices. 
He has lectured extensively on 
the anatomy of Yoga in the UK, 
Europe and America and is the 
founder of the Natural Bodies 
centre in Brighton. He is 
committed to teach, train and 
encourage kinaesthetic 
awareness, ease of movement 
and efficient body use.   

The day will look at the 
anatomy, function and 
articulation of the head and 

neck and relate the head and neck to its connective tissue and 
tensegrity of the entire body. Students will also gain an 
understanding of how the head and neck works in key asanas, 
develop greater subtlety within postures, movement and 
response to gravity mechanisms and their kinaesthetic 
awareness and examine the balance of weight within the body 
with specific reference to the head and neck. 
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Yoga Earth – Catherine Eastwood 

Huddersfield, West Yorkshire 

Training Courses starting 2020: 

British Wheel of Yoga Foundation Course 1 

starting September 2020 

11-month course for those who want to go deeper into Yoga. 

Meeting one Sunday each month for a full day exploring asana, pranayama, meditation 

and relaxation, along with Yoga philosophy and history, deepening your personal practice 

and experience of all things yoga. 

British Wheel of Yoga Teacher Training Diploma Course 

starting September 2020 

Over this 3-year course you will develop the knowledge, skills, experience and confidence 

to become the best Yoga teacher possible. The course is designed to offer you all the 

practical, theoretical and ethical aspects needed to support you in sharing the magical 

practice of Yoga with others. Meeting one Sunday each month. 

For more information please contact: 
Catherine Eastwood – Telephone - 07814 019379  

Email - cath3hope@hotmail.com 

BWY Courses 

Yoga with Pam 
Would you like to teach Yoga? 

Then come to the Introductory Day to find out more about 

the British Wheel of Yoga  Level 4 Diploma in Teaching Yoga 

**Course starts October 2020 in Southport, Merseyside** 
 

Learn how to teach Yoga with a Quality Assured Ofqual regulated Level 4 course 

 Includes the practical, philosophical and ethical aspects of teaching Yoga 

  Develop skills, professional practice and personal confidence  

Start to teach whilst you train 

  

For information on course, costs & dates, & application form, please 
contact:  

Pam Barton tel: 07988 137189 email: namastefrompam@yahoo.co.uk         
FB:  Yoga with Pam 

mailto:cath3hope@hotmail.com
mailto:namastefromPam@yahoo.co.uk
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Congratulations to Michelle Griffiths’ 2019 to 2020 Foundation Course 1 
who graduated on 12 Jan 2020 

Left to right standing: Sandy Griffin, Clare Jobling, Anne Oliver, Angela 
Suphanit, Michelle Hukin, Richard Low, Claire Exley, John Chambers 

Left to right kneeling/seated: Michelle Bland, Linda Foster, Helen Oxley, Kay 
Whittaker  

Not in photo: Lyndsey Green 

Congratulations 

Congratulations to the following BWY Yorkshire members: 

Lucy Armitage for qualifying as a teacher with TriYoga in December 2019 

Celia Grieve, Janet Ward & Philippa Wright for completing the Gentle 

Years Module with Laura Bissell & Jenny Howsam in January 2020 

Judi Brook for completing the Menopause Yoga Module with Petra 

Coveney in January 2020 

Michelle Moran for completing the Yoga Therapy Module with Nikki 

Jackson in March 2020 
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West Yorkshire Federation of Yoga 

Meetings are held on Sundays from 14:00-17:00 at The Robert 

Craven Memorial Hall, Old Lane, Bramhope, nr. Leeds LS16 9AZ 

 

Fees: Annual membership is available for 11 sessions (to 

December) pro-rated dependent on when you join. Non-members: 

£10 

If you are a student of the Tutor, you can come along to their class 

for £5. 

2020 

12 July Sarah Ions Re:minding Ourselves 

09 Aug Andrea Combstock 

06 Sept Susan & Roisin Denis Yoga for all Ages 

11 Oct Annie Raynor 

08 Nov Lesley Warner 

06 Dec  Kath Morgan-Thompson      

 

Enquiries : Sarah - Tel. 075 140 23666 (Secretary, WYFY)  

email: Sarah.Ions@yahoo.com  

Enhance your Yoga practice and be inspired by working with a 

new tutor every month. No need to book. We are always pleased 

to welcome new members and visitors to our meetings. 

Life is not about waiting for 

the storm to pass but learning 

to dance in the rain 
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PROGRAMME 

Saturdays 10:00-12:00 

Stockton-on-the-Forest Village Hall, Sandy Lane, Stockton-on-the-

Forest, York YO32 9UR 

 

2020 

12 Sept  Judith Clint Moving into Santosha - contentment 

10 Oct Judi Needham-Crane Lighting the inner fire Agni, 

Manipura & Shiva 

12 Dec  Diana Williams Let there be Light 

2021 

09 Jan Elaine Blake 

13 Feb  Sarah Sutton Being present in the moment 

10 April  Suzy Blackburn 

 

DAY SEMINARS 

Sundays 10:00-16:00 

Park Grove Academy, York YO31 8LG 

 

Autumn 08 Nov 2020 Jean Lavers Yoga is the science of stilling 

the mind, the art of deepening awareness 

Spring 14 March 2021 Billy Doyle Transparent Body, 

Transparent Mind; Portals of the Self 

 

Saturdays: Members free   Non members £8,  

Seminars: Members £25  Non members £30 

Annual membership:  October to September £20 

Enquiries:  nyyfc@outlook.com  http://yogaextra.btck.co.uk 

North Yorkshire Yoga Federation 

mailto:nyyfc@outlook.com
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NYYF Autumn Seminar 2020 

Sunday November 8th 10am -4pm 

Park Grove Academy, York, YO31 8LG  

Jean Lavers 

“Yoga is the science of stilling the mind. 

The art of deepening awareness” 

 A day of unfolding the subtle, experiential aspects of 
yoga through simple well known asana, mudra, mantra 

and meditation practices. 

Modifying practices for individual needs 

Bringing yoga into your daily life  

£25 NYYF members 
 

 £30 non-members 
 

 For further information - 
Contact : email: nyyfc@outlook.com  

http://yogaextra.btck.co.uk 

Relax and meet old and new friends  
over a bring & share vegetarian lunch  

 
"Thousands of candles can be lighted from a single candle, 
and the life of the candle will not be shortened. Happiness 

never decreases by being shared." – Buddha 

mailto:nyyfc@outlook.com
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PROGRESSIVE STAGES OF 

MEDITATION 

  

With MAARTEN VERMAASE 

March – December 2021    £595.00 

 For experienced students, a structured guide to the path of meditation in Yoga 

 Precise & in-depth instruction from a highly experienced teacher & practitioner 

 Full details & bookings on our website 

(0114) 2338340 

www.sheffieldyogaschool.co.uk 

BWY Autumn Celebration of Yoga 
 

Come along and join us on 11 October from 09:55 to 16:00 to celebrate with some 
fabulous local teachers and a great variety of sessions 

 
Matt Tottmann          Shirley Wood 

 
        Julie Cave  Andrea Lascelles 

 
 
 
 

at 
Well House Yoga Space, Cote Hill Road, Felliscliffe, Harrogate HG3 2LN 

 
Please bring a contribution to a shared vegetarian lunch. Cost: £10 (BWY 

Members); £15 (Non-members) 
 
Please book online via www.bwy.org.uk/yorkshire; Please contact Lucy Croucher 
(editor.bwyyorks@gmx.co.uk) to secure your offline place. 

http://www.sheffieldyogaschool.co.uk/
mailto:west.bwyyorks@gmx.co.uk
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Jayadhara’s Calendar  
 

Coniston Yoga and Walking Holiday - 32nd Year 
14 – 19 March 2021  

Guest Tutors: Andrew Wrenn & Sarah Beck

 
with Shakti Bhakti, Cheryl Lee-Appleby, Jayadhara, Minker Chang & Len Goss 
Comfortable ensuite rooms, fabulous food and views of the Lakes, Over 40 hours of 
yoga workshops, 2 guided walks daily, music and fellowship. Unmissable!  

 

BWYQ Diploma (RQF) 500-hour Yoga Teacher Training 
Induction & Start: Autumn 2020, tbc 

 

Teaching you how to teach, bringing together science, 
teaching skills and spiritual inspiration. Making yoga 
accessible and valuable to a wide spectrum of students, using 
a non-dogmatic approach, with supportive group dynamics 
and an amazing personal development journey.  

Monthly Saturday meetings with one non-residential and one 
residential weekend. Very experienced tutor, minimum 2-years yoga 
experience. 

 

A Fresh Look at Yoga Class Asana - Zoe Knott 
Saturday 17 October, 10am – 4pm, York 

An exploration of moves that are utterly familiar, but with a new slant 
focusing on using strength to protect the joints and allowing us and our 
students to be even safer in poses. Cost: £40 
 

Weekly Online Classes via Zoom – see website for schedule 

Monthly Yoga & Spa Afternoons & Evenings at Swinton Estate 

janecluley@gmail.com              07906 652669           yogandshiatsu.org.uk 
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50-HOURS YIN YOGA TEACHER TRAINING  

 

 

 

GILLIAN CAWTE – SENIOR YOGA ALLIANCE TEACHER 
ASSISTANT TO PAUL & SUZEE GRILLEY 

 

A HIGHLY EXPERIENCED YIN YOGA TEACHER WITH OVER 1,500 HOURS OF TRAINING 
WITH PAUL & SUZEE GRILLEY AND SARAH & TY POWERS 

 

LEVEL 1:  

FUNCTIONAL ANATOMY – BONES, MUSCLES, POSES, 

 LOWER BODY MERIDIANS AND MINDFULNESS MEDITATION 

 

5th / 6th September, 3rd / 4th October and 7th / 8th November 
Private studio in Belton, Nr Doncaster Junction 2 M180 

Maximum of eight students 
Comprehensive Training Manual, Meridian Doll and  

Yoga Alliance Certification 
Total cost: £600 – Early Bird Discount Available 

 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION: 
E: gilliancawte@hotmail.com 

T: 07968 154525 
www.gilliancawteyoga.co.uk 

 

mailto:gilliancawte@hotmail.com
http://www.gilliancawteyoga.co.uk
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Louise Wray 
2020 Retreats 

August 19-21 

Kundalini, Yin & Sound 

In this retreat you will be working 

with a beautifully balanced blend of 

transformative Kundalini Yoga and 

the slow unfolding of Yin Yoga. 

 

To support your deepest healing and 

restoration you will be working with 

Sacred Mantra and Meditation 

practice, resting in the vibration of 

the Gong and the sublime tones of 

Tibetan Singing Bowls. 

 

Time to relax, amazing treatments 

available to pamper you.  

November 30-Dec 2  

Deep Peace Project 

The focus on this retreat will be 

beautiful, gentle and soft practices to 

restore, relax and renew.  

 

Healing Sound, Meditation, Sacred 

Mantra and gentle, inward Yoga 

practice. Fantastic guest tutor 

offering Somatic Yoga. 

 

 

 

 

Time to relax, amazing treatments 

available to pamper you.  

Louise has been teaching for over 20 years, and her style of teaching has evolved to share 

the Yogic tools she has found most effective through her own personal practice. These are 

drawn from Classical Hatha, Yin and Kundalini Yoga, Dru Meditation and Therapeutic Sound. 

She trained in Kundalini Yoga with Gurmukh in Rishikesh.  

She teaches with warmth, humour and clarity to help you step into your true peaceful 

strength.  

Contact: Louise Wray louise@healingtree.co.uk. 07716194355.  

COBER HILL 
Cloughton, Scarborough 

Cober Hill is a peaceful and welcoming venue, with lots of space, 
spectacular sea views, beautiful walks and extensive grounds. The food 

is plentiful and nourishing, and there are single room options to increase 
your retreat vibe.  
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Sheffield Yoga Days 

2020 

3rd October : First Aid Training (3 year certificate - £65) 

10th October : Nick Edge (Swami SatyaDaya) : Spacious 
Compassion 

21st November : Debbie Farrar : Breath – Bandha – Asana 

5th December : Philip Xerri : Creative Pranayama  

2021 

23rd Jan : Chris Noon : Returning to the Great Harmony (Over & 
Over!) 

5th – 7th March : Swami Krishnapremananda : Be Here Now!                                                         
(Residential weekend - £270) 

13th & 14th March : Bill Wood : Freeing the Spine (2 day course - £140) 

24th April : Jayadhara (Jane Cluley) : Yoga for Head, Heart & Hands 

3rd July : Eric Wilkinson : Integrating the Practices of Yoga & 
Somatics 

 

                                      Day workshops  : £40.00 
Venues : Grenoside Community Hall, Sheffield, S35 8PR 

  : Sheffield Yoga School, Sheffield, S6 5DY 

 

0114 - 2338340 
www.sheffieldyogaschool.co.uk 
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Yoga Earth – Catherine Eastwood 
Huddersfield, West Yorkshire 

 

Yoga Events & Workshops 2020: 
 

Circling to Centre Workshop - July 5th 2pm – 5pm 
2¼ hour mat-based practice to gently gather you into your centre fol-

lowed by 2-course veggie meal £30 
 

Outdoor Full Moon Yoga Celebration - August 3rd 8pm – 10pm 

Outdoor Sunshine Yoga - August weekends 9.30am – 11am 

Restorative Yoga by Candlelight - November 29th 7pm – 9pm 
Christmas Special Restorative Yoga by Candlelight - December 20th 

7pm – 9pm 

All evening sessions involve 90 minute mat-based practice and are fol-
lowed by warm drinks and sweet treats £18 

 

All training courses and events are in Huddersfield, West Yorkshire. 
 

For more information please contact: 
Catherine Eastwood – Qualified BWY teacher for 12 years 

Telephone - 07814 019379  

Email - cath3hope@hotmail.com 
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/YogaEarthCatherineEastwood/ 

PRANAYAMA 

A TEACHER TRAINING MODULE 

 

 with PHILIP XERRI 

8
th 

& 9
th
 May 2021     £140.00 

For qualified teachers & student teachers. Training in providing a structured & 

progressive Pranayama practice for general classes & for more experienced 

students. Includes training in teaching relevant asana & relaxation techniques. 

Limited numbers. Full details & bookings on our website. 

(0114) 2338340 

www.sheffieldyogaschool.co.uk 

mailto:cath3hope@hotmail.com
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The Anatomy of Asana for Teachers  
with Lesley Dike  

As Yoga and movement teachers it is important to be familiar 
with the body and how it moves or doesn’t in some cases. 
With my own learning, I struggle to remember muscle names 
but is this really important?  I don't think so, we can 
compartmentalise the body but it doesn't work in parts it’s an 
intelligent integrated system. - Bridget Rowan 
Lesley Dike is a Yoga teacher and a Physiotherapist with over 
30 years’ experience. Lesley makes learning fun, interesting, 
approachable & inspiring.   

 
The starting point for this course is to look at what we are teaching now. As 
teachers we should always be questioning what we do. 
Questions we will ask on this course include : 

•What do we teach? Is it strengthening? Stretching? 

•Are we teaching things we are unsure about? 

•What are our favourite postures? And why? 

•Do books help or do they limit us? 

•What is stretching? Is it useful? Is it therapeutic? What does science say? 

•What type of strengthening is typical in yoga asana? 

•Is what we teach encouraging movement or discouraging it? 

•Is the way we teach balance useful? 

•How important is the core? What about the breath? What is Neural Mapping? 
•And many more!! 

 
The format for the course will be one of group discussion and practical enquiry.  We 
will use various postures to explore the questions that arise. Everything we do will 
keep referring back to the postures and to the body and we will be working on the 
mat to explore ideas as we go. 

 
Dates: 27 Sept, 18 Oct, 22 Nov 2020; 24 Jan, 28 Feb 2021 

 
Cost: £350 

Deposit £100 non refundable - Balance due 1st July 2020 
Maximum 16 people 

Time: 10.00am -4.30pm 
@ Om Yoga Works, Farsley, Leeds LS28 5LY 

 
To book please contact: Angela Ripley 

T: 07786 255211; E: anji@omyogaworks.co.uk 
More information can be found on our website 

www.omyogaworks.co.uk 
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Autumn Healing Yoga Retreat 

In the peace and incredible expansiveness 

of the North Yorkshire Moors 
 

A long immersion enabling real depth of practice 
and healing. 
 

Hatha and Restoraive Yoga, yoga nidra, kriya and 
pranayama practices (cleansing and breathing) and meditation. 
One hour therapy of your choice. 

Plenty of free time to wander and wonder. 
5pm Wed 30 Sept to 2pm Sun 4 Oct.  

Maximum 12 guests  

£342 per person. £60 deposit secures your place. 
 

Sonia Perry     07875 209546 

sonia@1body1soul.co.uk   www.1body1soul.co.uk 

FREEING THE SPINE 

  

with BILL WOOD 

13
th
 & 14

th
 March 2021     £140.00 

Mindful, gentle & creative practice, designed to help release deep 

holding patterns so that our natural spinal movements can emerge. 

 Bill Wood is a very experienced teacher & Yoga therapist; his main 

influence is Vanda Scaravelli 

 Limited numbers. Full details & bookings on our website 

 

(0114) 2338340 

www.sheffieldyogaschool.co.uk 

mailto:sonia@1body1soul.co.uk
http://www.1body1soul.co.uk
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Diary of a Yoga Teacher 2020 

by Jayadhara (Jane Cluley) 

11 March: Harrogate Yoga for Mental Health class & Car MOT 
12 March: Normal day, usual yoga classes in Easingwold 
13 March: Preparing for annual Coniston Yoga & Walking holiday, few 
cancellations as news of Covid-19 increases. 
14 March: Foundation Course Day in York – 2 absentees for self-isolating, 2 for 
other illness. Return home to find email from Coniston guest tutor who has 
injured back and unable to teach. Email and phone range of experienced tutors 
to cover. Gathering decorations, teaching notes, decorations for the venue and 
personal packing. Super grateful that someone cooks me dinner.  
15 March: Packing my car, holiday participant arrives at 9am for lift. She’s 
agreeable to act as PA as we drive to the Lake District. She fields various texts, 
WhatsApps and emails on my mobile as I drive. Buy flowers for decoration 
enroute. Arrive venue 12.30, greeted by management team – hand sanitiser and 
social distancing in place at the hotel. More cancellations by participants. 
Decoration of venue. Adjust rooms, so everyone in single rooms. Various local 
tutors are agreeable to cover classes over the next two days. Phew! Introductory 
session works well especially thinking of uplifting experiences during the previous 
week, like beauty of nature. Practice surrender moment to moment.  
16 March: 7am, teach meditation, 9.15am enjoy Len’s interesting talk about his 
‘Life in Yoga’. 12.30 two new walk leaders go out with groups. 6pm, cancellation 
by local tutor for evening session and the next day. Contact my weekly classes 
cover teacher and cancel all sessions after Tuesday. Encourage everyone to join 
the evening chanting. A holidaying yoga teacher volunteers to take Warrior 
workshop the following morning. Phew. Practice Santosha.  
17 March: Teach meditation, short walk leader unable to continue because of 
vulnerability issues and mild symptoms, luckily back-up plan is in place. Phew.  
Expected late arrival cancels.  
18 March: One participant returns to Portugal early as countries begin to close 
borders; one person departs due to possible Covid-19 contact.  
19 March: Long walkers have glorious weather and fab views during Scandale 
Valley circular walk. Celebration of our pre-Lockdown holiday includes songs 
from the ‘House band’ and yogis sharing poems, playing instruments and 
raconteurs which are hugely appreciated by the whole group. 
20 March: Go to Cheryl’s pre-breakfast asana class - what a blessing to have her 
as a teacher on the holiday. Farewells, packing up, driving back to Yorkshire.  Buy 
essentials in Thirsk as cupboards are bare. Unpack car. Collapse and watch TV. 
23 -26 March: Admin, answering emails, responding to students, cancel weekly 
classes and send recording to help them to practise at home. What is Zoom? 
Advise Diploma group we will meet online. Inducted to Zoom by a Foundation  
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student, extra help from a Diploma student and previous graduate.  
28 March: Zoom Tech meeting with Diploma group – checking essentials for 
scheduled course day next Saturday. Desperately need walk to clear head 
afterwards.  
30 March – 03 April: Learning and practising Zoom, a steep learning curve, 
reorganise my yoga space so can use it for teaching online, need maximum 
distance from laptop camera – extra cleaning as sofa has always been in the 
same place. Preparing PowerPoints with Narration, course handouts, two 
Diploma students prepare audio recordings of their meditation practices. Set up 
Facebook group to help with feedback about course work and other questions. 
Lighting many more candles and Nag Champa incense.  
4 April: Diploma Course Meeting Day 29 online – teach first online practical class 
– learn from the experience and feedback, though went better than I expected. 
Phew! Felt shattered afterwards, fresh air essential.  
Easter Holiday – Well, not really, all kinds of admin and prep need doing. 
Interspersed with Deep Spring cleaning and sorting out. Practise Saucha.  
16-20 April: Preparations to teach weekly classes online, prepare information for 
students, health questionnaire, changes to website and liaise with webmaster. 
Asked to write feature about Diploma for Spectrum, spend hours on this and 
take selfie as photo to accompany it. Send out information to regular local 
students and add information on Facebook. Admin for keeping track of bookings 
and payment is rather more than I expected.  
21 April: Begin weekly online classes – Mixed ability and Going Deeper – some 
experienced students from further afield are able to join in. Positive responses. 
Great to see some regular students.  
23 April: Gentle Yoga, less strenuous with focus on combatting anxiety and 
depression in challenging times – students from regular Harrogate group very 
thankful for this.  
25 April: Foundation Course Day 7, online – increasing Zoom confidence, use 
Breakout Rooms for first time.  Show and tell about prana and chakras works.  
27 April – 1 May: Lockdown becoming normalised. Easier because I’m a natural 
introvert, glad I love my garden, walking, getting out for ‘a blast’ on my road bike. 
2 May: Diploma Course Day 30 online – use the Breakout rooms for several 
sessions of group work, discussions and preparation. Use PowerPoint screen 
sharing for the first time looking at Dave’s psychomotor taxonomy. Not feeling as 
tired after using the tech compared to in the beginning. 
7 May: Reminder about Wheels Within publication, compose ad, inspiration to 
write about my own Covid-19 journey. Recall an apposite quote from Munger 
Ashram kitchen.  
“Adapt, Adjust, Accommodate. Highest Sadhana.” Swami Sivananda. I’m 
continuing to work on that!                    Must be time to get out on my bike again.! 
Ommmmmmmmmmm   Jayadhara  
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Ashram in Lockdown 

by Reva 
teacher and resident at Mandala Yoga Ashram https://

www.mandalayogaashram.co.uk/ and founder of School of the Sacred 
Feminine https://www.schoolofthesacredfeminine.co.uk/ 

 

The team at Mandala Yoga Ashram have classified ourselves as a family of 

twelve. This has meant we have not had to keep social distancing and have 

gone about our daily schedule with little unchanged. We still meditate, 

chant, offer karma yoga and eat together. We have held weekly havans or 

sacred fires, chanted the Maha Mitrunjaya mantra offering healing for all 

those in need. We have been some of the few people in the world that have 

continued to attend a yoga class within the Ashram; you remember the 

ones where you’re in the same room as the teacher! 

What has changed is we don’t have any guests. This has helped us to really 

appreciate what it means to have fellow seekers come to visit the Ashram 

for inspiration and spiritual nourishment and our role as karma yogis, 

offering selfless service to support this. Like many people who have 

suddenly found themselves without work or working from home and 

prompted to review their purpose in life, we too have had to ask, both as 

individuals and collectively, what does it mean if we can’t offer retreats and 

can’t serve our guests? 

The Ashram is a place that pushes us to question our habitual patterns of 

thinking and acting. Covid 19 has certainly given us this opportunity. In the 

Ashram we may not have the usual distractions of Netflix and going to pub 

or cinema but even habitual yoga, karma yoga or meditation practice 

without a sense of awareness or intent can be a distraction from the real 

work of living with the awareness of the Self or Consciousness.   

Not having guests has also meant roles and tasks have been changed… 

more change… we have had to quickly learn and adapt like many yoga 

teachers; how do we use Zoom!? We have wanted to stay connected to our 

Ashram followers and to continue to offer the teachings through online 

courses and regular social media offerings. We have had to build new skills 

and problem solve which has reinforced inner confidence and opened us up 

https://www.mandalayogaashram.co.uk/
https://www.mandalayogaashram.co.uk/
https://www.schoolofthesacredfeminine.co.uk/
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to new possibilities. It is a peculiar dichotomy that the lockdown has offered 

a creative opening and flourishing for many. This has also been expressed 

through engaging even more fully in growing our own food and 

appreciating Nature and Her gifts. 

Like any family in lockdown together tensions can arise and again it has 

served as an excellent opportunity to pause, breathe and reconnect with 

the heart. Of course, this may not always be possible but every effort we 

make means we are stepping towards the direction we wish to go. In yoga, 

as in other spiritual traditions, one certainty is that everything will change 

and this ongoing, unfolding process of living with Covid 19 and the 

associated effects has given us time to contemplate and yet keep finding a 

way to keep moving and growing, through the static energy of lockdown.  

We  look forward to sharing with guests again, initially via online courses 

and subsequently in person at the Ashram once again, but it will be with a 

new way grown out of a greater appreciation for what we have not had and 

from what the experience has allowed us to develop.  

Carrot and Coriander Soup (Sadhana’s pimped recipe) 

1 tbs coconut oil 
1 medium onion, chopped 
2 medium carrots, peeled and 
chopped 
200 grams butternut squash flesh, 
peeled, de-seeded, and chopped 
100 grams red lentils 
½ tsp chilli powder 
1 tsp ground cumin  
1 tsp ground coriander 
Approx.600ml water 
1 vegetable stock cube 
1 tbs of tamari sauce 
A handful of chopped coriander 
 
Makes 2-3 servings 

Heat oil in medium saucepan, add  
onion, carrots and butternut squash.  
Fry until soft but not quite browning. 
Add lentils, chilli, cumin, and 
coriander.  Fry for a few moments, 
before adding water, stock cube and 
tamari. The water should completely 
cover the vegetables. 
Turn heat to low, so the soup simmers 
slowly. Stir occasionally and check it 
doesn’t dry out, as the lentils cook.  
Once carrots are soft, soup is cooked. 
Add chopped coriander for the last 
minute of cooking, to add fresh 
flavour. 
Enjoy soup as it is, chunky, or allow to 
cool and then blitz in a blender for a 
smooth version. 
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ALPHABET RHYME FOR BEGINNERS 

by Di Waite, Final year Diploma student with Jayadhara 

A  is for Asana, posture or pose, 

B  is for Balancing the breath as it flows, 

C  is for Chandra, the Moon as she  glows, 

And D is for Dandasana, the straight spine seated pose. 

 

E  is for Ego left at the door, 

F  is for Focusing down on the floor, 

G  is for Garudasana and the heights you will soar, 

And H is for Holding so that you can explore. 

 

I  is  for Inversions and feeling the burn, 

J  is for Jnana the knowledge and wisdom you’ll learn. 

K  is for Kriya and keeping it clean. 

And L is for lengthening and making it lean. 

 

M  is for Mudras  to seal or to lock, 

N  is for Nidra, now the time’s come to stop, 

O  is for Om, the infinite one, 

And P is for Pranayama never one to be outdone. 

 

Q   is for the Quiet and peace you will find, 

R  is for the Rhythms you’ll discover hidden inside, 

S  is for Samadhi, those glimpses of bliss, 

And T is for Tantra, no it’s not just a myth. 

 

U  is Utthan the intensity you will employ, 

V  is for Viloma, which together we’ll explore, 

W  is for the Wobbles your body will take, 

And  X  marks the spot, to transfix your gaze. 

 

Y is for Yoga and the Yogini you will become, 

And Z Is for the Zoom classes Boris says still have to be done! 
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Cancellation & Refund Policy 

 

Refunds for all events organised by the Regional Committee will 
be dealt with by the Region. 

If you are unable to attend a particular event you should in the 
first instance contact the event organiser, usually the County 
Rep. 

 The event organiser will offer to transfer you to another 
event which is on the website. The event organiser will 
inform the Treasurer that this has been done giving the 
relevant details 

 If this is not possible the event organiser will follow the 
BWY cancellation policy: 

 More than 8 weeks prior to the event: a full refund 
can be made 

 Between 8 weeks and 4 weeks prior to the event: 
50% of the fee (a full refund can be made if there is a 
waiting list for the event) 

 Between 4 weeks and 1 week: 25% of fee paid 

 Less than one week’s notice: no refund 

 The event organiser will ask the Treasurer to make the 
refund to you by BACS – cheque refunds will only be given 
in exceptional circumstances 

 The region will receive the original booking money from 
payzone in the normal way 

 If the event is cancelled you will be refunded in full by 
BWY Central Office 
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Booking details for IST Days 

 

BWY guidelines state that participants for an IST day can be 

 BWY DCTs and Diploma Holders 

 Recognised and Accredited Teachers 

 BWY Diploma and Certificate Course Students 

 Teachers of other Yoga Organisations (BWY members) 

 BWY Members can attend if spaces are available 

The maximum for each event is 30 attendees 

 

Please book early via the regional website www.bwy.org.uk/
yorkshire 
  
If you do not have internet access, please contact the 
appropriate County Rep. providing the following  
  
 Your name, BWY number, address & telephone number 
 Course Reference, Tutor / Subject  
 A cheque, made payable to BWY Yorkshire Region 
  

Contact details for the County Reps are on the inside front cover 
of this Newsletter  

Cost: £35 (rising to £40 from 01 January 2021); £5 discount for 
members if booked at least 6 weeks in advance 

 

We do need a viable number of bookings at least a month 
before the events to enable them to proceed. We have had to 
cancel some IST events recently because numbers meant they 
were not economically viable. It has been frustrating for our hard 
working County Reps to then receive a number of late bookings. 

http://www.bwy.org.uk/yorkshire
http://www.bwy.org.uk/yorkshire
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Publishing Policy 

Advertising rates including VAT 

 

The Michaelmas issue is published on 26 October, deadline is 11 September 2020 

 

Please send adverts to the Editor via email in A5 MS Word and pdf format. Please 

ensure pdfs are of a reasonable quality. Adverts will not be published unless full 

payment has been received before the deadline. 

The Editor will provide payment details on receipt of your advert.  A receipt for your 

payment will be sent to you by the Treasurer following the posting out of the 

newsletter. 

With the growing popularity of yoga, most advertising pages are booked well before 

the deadline. To ensure inclusion of your advert, please send your copy early (or 

book the space required with the Editor). Each issue is limited to 32 pages. 

If you leave it until the deadline, you may well be too late. 

All items submitted are subject to editorial amendment where appropriate. 

If space is short, preference will be given to BWY and regional advertising. 

BWY policy states that only Teacher Training adverts for BWY and accredited 

groups will be accepted.  

The BWY is not liable for any loss or damage due to error, late publication or failure of 

an advert to appear.  

Whilst every care is taken to check the authenticity of yoga practitioners, the BWY 

cannot accept any responsibility regarding any specific practices, practitioners or 

products and readers should investigate these at their own risk. 

Please note that the views expressed in Wheels Within are not necessarily those of 

the Editor or the Yorkshire Regional Committee.  Wherever possible we try to 

acknowledge all sources of material used.  In case of inadvertent error or omission 

the Editor will make the necessary correction in a future issue. 

 Membership & Accredited  

Discounted Price     

Full Price 

Colour Page £40 £75 

Full page £25 £35 

Half page £15 £30 

Quarter page £10 £20 
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